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For companies that charge by the hour, managing customer appointments efficiently is essential.

Fleet Geo makes managing appointments a breeze with these simple steps:

 At a glance, see the route history and real-time locations of your vehicles

Easily determine the remaining distance, and notify your clients of the estimated arrival time

Export the data and show it as proof of appointment attendance

Use Fleet Geo data to accurately invoice the hours, and bam- you’re done!

Satisfied customer Union Plumbing uses Fleet Geo to build customer trust with top-notch service.

“Reputation is really important to us, and Fleet Geo really helps. Now, when we knock 
and nobody is home, we can prove to the customer that we were actually there.”

 

With Fleet Geo you’ll never need to scramble to communicate with drivers mid-delivery. 

Is this scenario familiar?

1. A client calls and complains that the driver is late. You call the driver, but they can’t pick up as they are on the 
road.

2. Your client, frustrated, goes back to their office and meets with a colleague.
3. The driver arrives with multiple missed calls from you and no client present to meet them.
4. The driver sits and waits for the client, wasting precious time and resources.

Managing appointments this way creates hassle and stress, the last thing busy fleet managers need. With Fleet Geo, your 
customer appointment management is seamless, so you can carry on with your day.

Brian Doherty, a Company Director based in Northern Ireland, finds Fleet Geo makes a noticeable difference in their ability 
to serve customers.

“When a customer calls and asks for a delivery, we are able to give them ETAs. We have hundreds of 
customers and it’s great to be able to see which van is closest to which customer: a real selling point.”

Real-time location tracking also lets you quickly dispatch another vehicle if one driver is delayed.  Being able to see the 
locations of your vehicles at all times from the comfort of your office or home is a game-changer!

Once you install fleet trackers, you will wonder how you ever managed customer appointments without them.

By digitising your fleet, managing customer appointments has never been simpler.  Contact our customer service team 
today and see for yourself how Fleet Geo can modernise your appointment management.

https://m.vimcar.co.uk/fleet-geo-material/
https://vimcar.co.uk/contact-us
http://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/assets.vimcar.de/200722_doherty-meats_testimonial.pdf
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With fleet trackers, your customer management can look like this:

1. At a glance, view all your tracked vehicles’ locations on a large screen.

2. You and your team can see if one your drivers is still 6 miles away from an appointment that starts in 1 minute.

https://m.vimcar.co.uk/fleet-geo-material/
https://vimcar.co.uk/contact-us
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3. Give your client a call to inform them that the driver is 6 miles away and will be there in 5 minutes.

4. Your client, happy to be kept in the loop, ensures they’re ready to meet the driver when he arrives. 

5. The job is completed efficiently, and your driver is able to move on to their next task without delay.

https://m.vimcar.co.uk/fleet-geo-material/
https://vimcar.co.uk/contact-us

